
 

We would like to promote the new partnership 

between OSHCsa and SouthLink/LinkSA. 

SouthLink and LinkSA bus companies have operated metropolitan buses in Adelaide successfully for 

many years. They also offer charter work and would like to offer:  

$20 discount per bus trip for OSHCsa members. 

To book please contact Mike Melville on 8131 4044 or email m.melville@southlink.com.au                    

and tell him you are an OSHCsa member (Please make sure you do this to get your discount). Mike 

keeps an updated list of the OSHCsa services who are members, so he can easily check on this. 

To see what value you might get, please refer to the costed examples below... 

Each trip is costed on the approximate kilometres. Below are just examples. Contact Mike to get 

accurate quotes from your location. 

Typical Examples: 
 if a school was in a radius of 10 kms from the City and they wanted to go to the Adelaide 

Zoo approx price would be $323.00 this would be less $20.00 admin fee discount  = 
members total cost $302.00, this would be for a 66 seat articulated bus (fits up to 85 
children).  

 The same job with a 47 seat rigid bus would be $313.00 less $20.00 admin discount fee = 
member’s cost $293.00. (This would be a range of 40 kms x 4 hrs paid to the driver.) 

 The same example going to Semaphore would be $364.00 less $20.00 admin discount fee = 
members cost $344.00 for a 66 seat articulated bus and $349.00 less $20.00 admin discount 
total $329.00 for a rigid. 

 A similar trip to Hahndorf would be $407.00 less $20.00 discounted member’s fee $397.00 
for an articulated bus and $377.00 for a rigid. 

**This is totally dependent on which side of the city the OSHC service is placed, eg if the school was 
in Woodville the cost to Semaphore would be cheaper than if the school was in Rostrevor and vice 
versa going the eastern side of the city. 
 

Southlink buses come with some glowing recommendations from some Adelaide-based OSHC 

services – but they can cover a very wide region. They use normal size buses which can seat up to 49, 

as well as articulated (flexi) buses which can seat up to 85 children (seated three to a seat).  

Most buses are fully air conditioned and in excellent condition. Service recommendations have 

stated the bus drivers are children friendly and very reliable. 
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